
Soulsong Sound & Movement 
Expressing and Empowering Your Authentic Voice  

A special program being offered to help benefit Neskaya 

With Joanna Novosedlik 

Creative Depth Life Coach, Devotional Singer and Vocal Coach, Sacred Circle 
Dance Facilitator, Educator and Embodied Spiritualist 

An 8-module Online Video Training 

Wednesdays, February 23 – April 13, 1 – 3 pm Eastern 

Finding and expressing your inner authentic voice through deep listening, 
embodied sound, gentle gesture and movement, sacred dance  

and chakra work opens many possibilities for shifting energies in the body  
and aligning with the heart mind.  

Shifting stuck energies in the body allows us to navigate challenges such as 
anxiety, adrenal fatigue, depression, stress, illness, chronic pain, and 
difficult emotions such as anger and grief. We are then empowered to  

rebalance those energies by harmonizing the body/mind/spirit continuum  
for health and well-being. 

 Living out of our authentic Self is our birthright, and it all begins with deep 
listening. What does your inner authentic voice have to say to you?  

Cost: $120 (Half of all profits will go to benefit Neskaya)  



About Joanna Novosedlik  

Joanna is a classical vocal musician, devotional music singer and teacher 
who shares her passion for soul connection through music and the arts 

with children and adults of all ages.  

She presently offers private coaching sessions, workshops, ritual, sacred circle 
dance and seasonal gatherings using expressive arts and vocal sound healing 

modalities for the purpose of helping others find their own authentic inner soul 
voice and sounding it for personal self-transformation and healing. 

Immersed in the essence of the cycle of the seasons and eco-spirituality, she 
combines sound, song, mantra from many cultures, movement, body prayer, Qi 

Gong, Yoga, dance, Soul Collage, Eco Art and expressive arts in a holistic 
approach to assisting others in empowering the inner voice of the authentic 

Self. She is dedicated to the Goddess/Divine Feminine and Gaia as gateway for 
the transformation and healing/wholling of all beings. 

For more information about the program and/or to register

 https://neskaya.com/product/soulsong-sound-movement/ 

Contact information: 
Joanna Novosedlik email: jo.angelvoice@gmail.com 

Jan Nash telephone: 315-651-9457  
Kayla Dauphine: movementarts@neskaya.com 




